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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The release rate of radionuclides from a vitrified waste form due to
aqueous leaching by ground water will depend, among other factors, on
the waste form's surface area. Large castings of glass will almost
certainly be used as the waste form for high level nuclear wastes and
such castings tend to fracture as a result of transient and residual
stresses induced by the casting process; such fractures increase the
surface area available for aqueous leaching of radionuclides from the
HLW glass. The primary focus of this study was on achieving an
understanding of the dependence of fracture surface area on glass
properties and processing variables for both in-can melts and castings.
The maximum fracture surface area per unit volume of glass observed in
this study was about 7.1/cm (an equivalent spherical particle diameter
of 0.85 cm) for a water quenched in-can melt.

The processing parameter which appears to most strongly affect the extent
of fracture surface area for both castings and in-can melts is the
dimensionless Biot modulus (thermal film coefficient x radius/waste form
thermal conductivity). The evolution of stress and subsequent fracture
surface area for castings involves both glass cooling kinetics and
interaction with the stainless steel canister such that a maximum fracture
surface area was found to occur for casting conditions most likely to be
used in practice; i.e., a canister exposed to ambient laboratory conditions
during casting showed a significantly larger fracture surface area than
either a thermally insulated canister or a canister which was cooled by
water quenching during filling. However, in the case of in-can melting,
faster cooling increases fracture surface area.

Two important results of this work are as follows:

1) The presence of a small fraction of bubbles in the glass can relieve
intense hydrostatic tension stresses which could lead to large fracture
surface areas.

2) From the thermally induced fracture standpoint, a mechanically weak
waste form may be beneficial, since this will result in fracture early
in the cooling process, thereby avoiding the buildup of large stresses.
In addition, the fracture surface energy or fracture toughness of the
waste form should be large to minimize the surface area created by
fracture processes.

Acoustic emission (40 KHz) from cooling canisters was weakly correlated
with fracture surface area due to a strong dependence of acoustic
emission power on fracture velocity. Acoustic emission monitoring will
probably be of limited value for evaluation of fracture surface area
because of this; i.e., the absence of acoustic emission from a casting
or in-can melt does not simply imply an absence of fracture, although
the presence of acoustic emission does imply the development of fracture
surface area.
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FRACTURE IN GLASS/HIGH LEVEL WASTE CANISTERS

FINAL REPORT

1. INTRODUCTION

The release of radionuclides from a vitrified waste form due to aqueous
leaching by ground water will depend, among other factors, on the waste
form's surface area. Large castings of glass will almost certainly be
used as the waste form for high level nuclear wastes and such castings
tend to fracture as a result of transient and residual stresses induced
by the casting process; such fractures increase the surface area that
might be available for leaching of radionuclides from HLW glasses. The
primary focus of this study was on achieving an understanding of the
dependence of fracture surface area on glass properties and processing
variables for both in-can melts and castings.

Melting a mixture of high level waste (HLW) and borosilicate glass frit
directly in a cylindrical stainless steel canister ("in-can melt") and
casting a hot, previously melted mixture of HLW and glass frit into
such a canister have been proposed as methods of producing a waste form
suitable for subsequent disposal. Both of these processing methods
require cooling after processing; cooling glass from high temperature
inevitably results in the development of stresses; fracture of the glass
waste form will result if the stresses are sufficiently high. The
magnitude of the stresses developed increases with roughly the square
of the canister radius, hence, the strain energy which might be developed
if fracture does not occur increases with the fourth power of canister
radius for a particular set of glass properties and cooling rate. While
this indicates that canister radius should be as small as possible, the
volume of HLW increases with the square of canister radius resulting in
a desire to make canisters as large as possible. The canister dimensions
and materials which have been proposed are such that complete avoidance
of fracture is impractical, if not impossible.

Experimental aspects of this work included the evaluation of stresses and
fracture of six inch diameter in-can melts and one foot diameter castings.
In-can melts were initially evaluated to establish procedures. A variety
of cooling conditions and methods for evaluating fracture surface areas
were explored after which casting of one foot diameter castings was under-
taken. Our initial intent was to evaluate fracture surface area per unit
volume of glass by the BET gas adsorbtion technique; this effort was
abandoned after it proved to be impractical and we resorted to measurement
of particle size.

The glass used for these experiments did not generate the thermal power
which will be present in a real waste form, but the stresses and fracture
generated in our tests should not differ greatly from those in a power
generating waste form after about 100 years if the centerline temperature
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remains significantly below the glass transition temperature after
manufacture. This work focused only on macroscopic sources of stress
and fracture, e.g., glass-canister interactions and residual stress in
the glass as a result of processing. Stress and fracture of the waste
form which might occur as a result of inhomogeneous mixing of the frit
and waste or devitrification were not considered.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 In-Can Melting

The first large scale experiments conducted in'this 'work were in-can melts
using "half scale" (0.5 ft diameter x 5.0 ft. length)-dcanisters. These
tests were conducted as an aid to`'-understanding stress and fracture
development in glass castings as'wellas to 'gain'insight into heat transfer
processes in, and acoustic emission\from, canister/waste form systems.
Canisters were heated in an electric'furnace and glassjfrit.was slowly
melted in the canister.', A canister thu~s"filled wias subjdcted to a
particular cooling condition while-interrnal temperatures and acoustic
emission were recorded. The cooledcanister was then carefully sectioned
for evaluation of fracture characteristics'. Certain filled canisters were
reheated and cooled a number of times before sectioning. Cooling conditions
ranged from very slow'ccoling in the melting furnace' td very rapid cooling
by means of a water spray. -

A schematic diagram of the in-can melting system is shown in Figure 2.1.1.
The canisters were manufactured from Schedule 40, 304L stainless steel pipe
and plate welded with type 308 stainlesststeel rod; long term immersion of
such welds in molten frit exhibited-'essentially'no corrosion. Each canister
had four thermocouples attached as shown; one on the centerline at a depth
of 3'-0", another at l" radius at a depth of 2'-6", and a third at-a depth
of 2'-0"; a thermocouple was also welded to the-exte'nsion of-the canister.
These thermocouples were used, to'measure local temperatures and to estimate
both radial and axial'temperature'gradierts 'during a test., A thermally
shielded, 40 KHz acoustic emission detector was coupled to'the canister
through a one-quarterbinch stainless steel rod welded to the top of the
canister; this rod penetrated the furnace roof.' The''canister rested on a
ceramic fiber pad which-provided acoustic as well as' thermal insulation at
its base. i -- , _

The KanthalTh wound furnace consisted of ,seven independent vertical zones,
each of which had an associited-theimocouple in contact-with the'Eanister
surface. Each zone couldlbe contr6lled by a' separate back up controller.
Primary control of each furnace zone was exercised by the system control
computer. In practice,' the backlup,'controllers, which were electrically
in series with the compputer__controls were set at the maximum permissable
temperature to prevent furnace melt down in the event of a system failure.
A remotely controlled air-cooling manifold was also integral to the furnace;
nozzles for this cooling manifold were arranged to provide for cool air
flow tangential to the ca'nisttr'esrface. 'I -'''

Frit was fed at a controlled rate (-ll/hr) through a water-cooled probe
which penetrated the 'furnace'rdof 'Cold frit was 'stored in a stainless -

steel liopper with a vibratory-feeder'which'was cofitr1lled'by the' system
control computer to provide the desired feed rate "'iAnzoverhead'crane was
used to move' canisters into and~'fr6om'the' furnace. 'The'feed hopper -and -
control system were on a balc-on'y above'the furnace a's 'shown in Figure 2.1.2a.
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Figure 2.1.1 In-can melt apparatus schematic diagram

The computer control and data acquisition system can be seen in the
background of this photograph. Figure 2.1.2.6 is a view of the canister/
feeder assembly with the furnace roof removed; the acoustic emission
coupling rod can also be seen in this photograph extending toward the
right side of the photograph. Data from the thermocouples and acoustic
emission system was immediately printed as well as stored on magnetic
tape for later analysis.
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2.2.la - 2-2lb
- 1

Figure 2.1.2 Photographs of in-can meltapparatus
2.1.2a. Overall view
2.1.2b. Close-,upyview of feed system

2 . . .. . ' , I . -, - , ! , .

Results of a,typicalexperiment areshown,in Figure 2.1.3. In this
experiment, a canister of glass was placedinto the furnace at room
temperature and rapidly heated under- computer control-untilboth the
surface and centerline temperatures,reached 6500C; at this timethe,.
system was allowed to cool at its natural rate.- The figure includes the
temperature-time history of the cylinder' s.surface and centerline,, as
well as the accumulated acoustic emission-counts for this process.
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Figure 2.1.3 Typical temperature and acoustic emission evolution
for an in-can melt

It can be seen from Figure 2.1.3 that rapid heating of a canister caused
severe damage as indicated by the large initial jump in acoustic emission.
This damage was caused by the steel cylinder and outer layers of glass
expanding, thereby creating intense tensile stresses close to the surface
of the system. These tensile stresses in turn resulted in fracture. The
rate of acoustic emission came to a fairly abrupt halt as the temperature
of the canister surface exceeded the glass transition at about 500'C
(point A). Above this temperature, the glass would rapidly relax stresses;
hence, stresses caused by the expansion of the canister were no longer
transferred into the colder glass in the core of the canister.

After the core of the canister reached 650%C, the furnace power was shut
off and the system cooled at its natural rate. Acoustic emission started
again as soon as the surface temperature fell below the glass transition
temperature (point B) and the surface layers of glass became rigid enough
to support stress. The rate of acoustic emission increased again at about
the time when the glass at the center of the canister cooled to below the
glass transition temperature. The remainder of the acoustic emission
events occurred as residual stresses built up in the canister. Acoustic
emission slowed considerably as the temperature approached ambient; however,
acoustic emission continued at a decreasing rate for a period of weeks.
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After a canister cooled to room temperature, it was usually.sectioned
using a band-sawequipped with a tungsten-carbide.grit-blade. Residual.
stresses in the steel were estimated by-measuring the extent to which the
canister-opened circumferentially due to a longitudinal cut as shown in,.
Figure 2.1.4. Hoop stresses estimated by this technique were about 38,500
psi (tension) :which were close-to the yield point.for this alloy. The -

glass;fragmentswere then-removed from the steel shell for further -.

evaluation. .

Figure 2.1.4 Cutting technique'for evaluating residual
- stress in canister ..

2.2 In-Can Melt Fracture

2.2.1 Cooling Rate Dependence' , . '-.-. - -

Cooling rates were varied by changing boundary conditions.- The.slowest
cooling rates resulted from simply shutting-off the in-can-melting furnace
and allowing the system to naturally- cool (approximately .001250/s at -

500°C), a procedure which resulted in small fracture surface areas,
approximately three times that.of the area :of the canister's interior
surface. Faster cooling rates were obtained.by withdrawing the hot canis-
ter from the furnace-and allowing-it-to~cool,by-natural convection of the
laboratory air; this cooling resulted in fracture surface areas of about
six times that of the canister's.inside surface, while the most severe
cooling,,that due to submerging the.hot-(10000 C) canister in cold-water
or quenching by a fine water spray-resulted in fracture surface areas about
seven-times that of the canister's-external surface area.. .. ...
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The glass forming liquid exhibited substantial shrinkage during cooling
(a factor of five greater than that for the glass). This shrinkage
resulted in a large shrinkage void at the top of slowly cooled canisters.
Shrinkage of the molten glass at the canister center ceased when the top
free surface of the glass became rigid. Subsequent shrinkage of this
central liquid core was accomodated by expansion of pre-existing bubbles
near the canister centerline or by development of a large central casting
void for very rapid cooling. Figure 2.2.1 shows longitudinal sections of
in-can melts cooled in air and by immersion in water. The air cooled
canister (a) exhibits substantial bubble formation along its' axis while
the canister quenched in water (b) has a large central casting void. The
top surface of the water quenched canister cooled very rapidly, trapping
a large quantity of molten liquid; the resultant casting void was centered
on the thermocouples which are visible in the photograph.

Figure 2.2.1 Longitudinal sections of in-can melts
2.2.la. Air cooled canister
2.2.2a. Water quenched canister

Fracture of the air cooled in-can melt appears to consist of fracture
surfaces parallel to the radii of spheres centered on the canister axis
and a one-half inch thick shell of closely spaced fractures parallel to
the canister surface. Fractures in the central core of the water quenched
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canister were farther apart and randomly oriented, perhaps influenced by
the free surface at the centerline of the canister; on the other hand,
the layer of lamellar cracks at the canister surface was about twice as
thick, but not as closely spaced, as in the air cooled canister. The
net effect of these differences in fracture patterns was that the water
quenched canister exhibited about fifteen percent greater surface area
than did the air cooled canister. This result differs from that found
for castings, in which a water quenched casting exhibited substantially
less fracture area than did an air-cooled casting. The difference in
these results can probably be explained by the fact that both the in-can
melt canister as well as its glassy contents were cooled rapidly due to
immersion in water, while the water cooled canister used in the casting
experiments was already cold as it filled with molten glass, hence
shrank very little as its contents cooled.

Particle shapes caused by fracture at the exterior of a-canister differed
'from those near the canister centerline. Particles became smaller and
sheet or knife like as the exterior of the canister was approached. The
contents of a water quenched in-can melt canister were analyzed by
weighing and linear measurement to determine the relationship between
particle surface area and weight. The results are plotted. in Figure
2.2.2; it can be -seen that specific area changes approximately with the
square root rather than the cube root of weight'as'would'be'expected
for particles with a constant shape.' The particle weight distribution
for this sample showed-a very small weight fraction for particles less
than .1 gram; no fine particles were observed.'

100 . ..

Cn

CD1-

0.1 1.0

WEIGHT, g

Figure 2.2.2 Relationship between particle area and weight
for an in-can melt
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2.2.2 Effect of Glass/Canister Interaction

In most cases, the glass was adherent to the canister; however, if the
system had been held at a high temperature for a long time, the glass
became saturated with stainless steel oxidation products and a layer of
scale built up at the steel/glass interface resulting in a very weak bond;
Figure 2.2.3 shows the appearance of the glass steel interface in such a
case. The large, bare areas are locations at which the glass has fallen
away from the steel canister. Glasses containing significant fractions
of high level waste will most likely be saturated with iron oxide as
evidenced by the presence of iron spinels in most such glassesT This
saturation will result in weak bonding between the glass and its container.
The weak bonding at the glass-steel interface appears to modify the nature
of fracture which occurred near the interface. Figure 2.2.4 shows glass
fragments removed from canisters unsaturated and saturated with oxidation
products. Fracture in the unsaturated glass resulted in knife-like shards
of glass, especially near the glass-steel interface, while the shards from
saturated glass were much more sphere like.

Figure 2.2.3 Poor adherence at glass/steel interface for glass saturated
with steel oxidation products
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2.2.4a '. 2 ."2.4b.

Figure 2.2.4 Typical-particles from in-can melts
2.2.4a. Particles typical of 'unsaturated glass
2.2.4b. ,Particles typical of glass saturated

with steel oxidation products

2.3 Casting Experiments

Large scale, continuous castings'of waste glass frit were made by continuous
melting of our model waste glass frit. One-foot diameter canisters were
manufactured from Schedule 80, 304L stainless.steel seamless pipe, plate,
and rod using type 308 welding rod. Each canister contained three type
K thermocouples in wells placed at zero, two and four-inch radii. The
center thermocouple extended to a depth of three feet, the next thermo-
couple was at a depth of thirty inches and the finall'thermocouple extended
twenty-four inches below the top of the canister; in-addition, a
thermocouple was welded to the exterior surface of the'canister. The
thermocouples were staggered in depth to allow for estimation of both axial
and radial temperature gradients. '

A two foot long, one quarter inch stainless steel rod was welded to the top
edge of each canister; a 40 KHn acoustic emission detector in a stainless
steel radiation shield was mechanically coupled to this rod. Certain
canisters had strain gages or gaging blo'cks welded to the exterior. In
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some cases a number of thermocouples were welded to the exterior canister
surface for measurement of temperature as the casting front swept upwards.

The melter, shown schematically in Figure 2.3.1, was constructed of fusion
cast refractories and was elevated to a twelve foot clearance for
placement of the canister as well as various cooling assemblies. Glass
frit was continuously fed to the melter by means of a flexible helical
auger which could be controlled remotely by a microcomputer. The melter
was divided internally by a wall with a hole near the top which provided
a pool of molten glass to insure that the cold frit would be heated from
below as well as above the melt surface. The hole in this wall served
as a skimmer to block refractory stones and to direct the melt flow
towards the orifice. The furnace was fired by means of propane/air
burners directed down through the furnace crown. The flame impinged
directly on the melt. Frit was fed through the furnace crown by means
of a water cooled copper tube. Furnace temperature was controlled
manually. Figure 2.3.2a shows an interior view of the furnace; frit
particles can be seen falling onto the metal surface; the skimmer hole
is also visible in this photograph.

FLEXIBLE AUGER FEEDCR

rpsPA*4EIAIR as ISULEIN R IRATREL , AJCOWLEE

CHU, E ~ ~ ~ C~fUGEGNC
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TA3IU(~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cowl 11 ;S~~~~~~~lBER INSULATILUN
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Figure 2.3.1 Schematic Diagram of Casting Apparatus
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Casting nozzles were made from a castable refractory based on aluminum
oxide and calcium-aluminate hydraulic cement. A water cooled copper
probe was used to freeze the glass, in the casting nozzle to control the
flow when necessary. Glass was melted at'a nominal rate of 95 lbs/hr
and exited from the casting nozzle at about 1200'C. This resulted in a
filling rate of about 0.75 feet per hour; thus, it-took about 9-10 hours
to fill a seven foot high canister. Figure 2.3.2b shows the casting
furnace in operation; the glass stream ,can be seen in this photograph.

2.3.2a

Figure 2.3;2

2.3.2b

Photographs of Casting Furnace
2.3.2a; Interior View of Casting Furnace
2.3.2b. Exterior View of Casting Furnace

The glass delivered to the canisters was of relatively high quality, but
contained a few refractory 'stones picked up' from the casting nozzle. The
glass also' con'tained small bubbles due to a relatively short residence
time inithe melter. 'On the whole, the'melting and feeding system'
functioned adequately.: Improvements would include a trap arrangement'
through which the molten glass must flow to decrease the number of small
bubbles and a frit delivery system which included a direct means of
measuring feeding rate. - ' '
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The canister assembly was mounted on a small trolley with a refractory
floor so that it could be easily moved from underneath the furnace while
hot. In some cases the canister was encased in a ceramic fiber blanket
or immersed in water; in these cases the whole canister assembly was
placed on the trolley. The water cooled boundary condition was arranged
by placing the canister in a 30-inch diameter steel tank filled with hot
water. The level of water in the tank was controlled by means of a
float valve to keep the water level constant as water boiled away. The
water temperature rapidly rose to boiling during the initial stages of
casting, fixing the canister's exterior temperature at 100'C for most
of its casting history.

The data acquired for three different casting conditions is shown in
Figure 2.3.3. Data is shown for about twenty-two hours after the
beginning of casting although the canisters were filled in about ten
hours. The temperature histories at the three radial positions are
offset because of their varying depth in the canister. In all cases
the acoustic emission rate (indicative of fracture) was observed to show
an initial jump due to quenching of the hot glass at the bottom of the
cold canister and followed by little significant change until the
canister was full and the top surface cooled to about 500GC.

In all cases, an increase of acoustic activity indicating extensive
cracking coincided with the filling of the canister. When the canister
became full, the glass stream was shut off and the free glass surface
at the top of the canister was allowed to cool. The canister was
effectively sealed when the glass at the top of the canister solidified
and hydrostatic stress states could develop in the liquid glass beneath
the frozen glass surface. The amount of liquid glass trapped under the
solidified surface decreased in the order of increasing Biot number.
The insulated canister had a relatively large quantity of liquid glass
trapped compared to the water quenched canister as evidenced by bubble
and casting void formation in the top third of the canister. Acoustic
emission continued at a reduced rate for a long time after casting. It
was not unusual to hear occasional popping and pinging noises from
canisters which had been cast weeks before. The reader should note that
the acoustic emission scale for the insulated canister is smaller by a
factor of ten than for the other casting conditions. This observation
gave rise to a hope that the fracture surface area would be commensu-
rately low; it was not.

The immersed thermocouples did not all show sharp temperature increases
as the glass level passed over the thermocouple. The hot stream of glass
wandered and occasionally hot glass would build up on a thermocouple
before the glass level in the canister reached that thermocouple. Thus,
a thermocouple would sometimes be coated with a relatively cool layer
of glass which served as both thermal insulation and a heat sink resulting
in decreased temperature readings as the level of glass in the casting
passed over the end of the thermocouple. The sharp dashed line peaks
shown in Figure 2.3.3 are extrapolations of measured temperatures which
take this insulating effect into account. The actual glass temperature
at the casting surface decreased radially in all cases. The casting
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surface temperatures observed were strongly-affected by the boundary
conditions imposed on the canister. The falling stream of glass lost heat
due to contact with the cool laboratory air and by radiation.

The temperature of the rising glass surface was highest,-and showed the
least radial variation for the insulated casting. The air cooled canister
was similar to-the insulated canister, but in'the case of the water cooled
canister the glass stream was strongly cooled by thermal radiation on its
way to the casting surface resulting in a low temperature at the casting
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surface. This low temperature casting surface resulted in a high melt
viscosity which decreased the rate of flow in the radial direction; a
large, steep-walled mound of glass thus built up in the water cooled
casting. The steep surface of this mound of glass increased the rate
of radiation heat flow to the water cooled walls of the canister
resulting in a large radial temperature gradient. The net result was
that the glass barely reached the water cooled canister wall and in a
few instances failed to reach the canister wall; this canister had an
unexpectedly low fracture surface area as a result of these thermal
effects.

Canister surface temperature varied as the level of glass changed during
casting, with the exception of the water cooled canister for which the
temperature was fixed at 1000C. The steel surface temperature reached
a maximum of 730%C for the insulated canister and a maximum of 575%C for
the air cooled canister; these temperatures are high enough to alter the
steel properties as well as cause oxidation of the surface. The surface
of the air cooled casting varied in color from reds through gold to a
bright peacock blue as the hot glass surface passed a particular surface
location. The time variation of surface temperature is shown in Figure
2.3.3. The variation with distance along the canister surface for the
air cooled casting is shown in Figure 2.3.4; note that the maximum
surface temperature occurs about six inches below the glass level at
this casting speed. The location of the maximum exterior temperature
does not coincide with the glass level due to fast axial heat conduction
in the steel canister wall. The shape of this temperature profile was
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relatively constant and swept up the canister surface at the filling rate.
There was a significanttemperature drop between the outer surface of the..
glass and the inner surface of steel (except for the insulated casting)
since the glass temperature was in excess of 7000 C-as it approached the
steel canister wall. Quenching of the hot glass approaching the cool.,
canister wall led to the development of a significant thermal contact
resistance at the steel/glass interface.., Figure 2.3.5 shows that the
cooling rate at the.canister center was greatest for the water quenched
canister and least for the insulated canister,as expected. The cooling
rates for the water quenched, air cooled and insulated canisters were
.023, .016, .008 c/s respectively at 500'C. These cooling rates are in
order of inverse Biot number, but cannot be quantitatively rationalized
without the inclusion of a.resistanceto.heat flow at the glass steel
interface. This is especially apparent in the case of the water quenched
canister which exhibited a cooling rate only slightly greater than-that
for the air cooled canister even thoughthe film coefficient at the
exterior surface of the water cooled canister was at least a hundred.
times greater than that for the air cooled canister.

Cooling rates for both in-can melts and castings differed substantially
from those predicted.by both analytical and finite difference modeling
techniques. Observed cooling rates were always lower than those predicted. -
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Figure 2.3.5 Centerline Temperature Versus Time forThree
Casting Conditions'
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It is certainly possible that the value of glass thermal conductivity
we used is in error; however, the data represented in the table cannot
be explained simply by an error in thermal conductivity. Cooling of
these canisters appears to have been slower than predicted primarily
because of resistance to heat flow near the glass/steel interface.
Cracking at the glass/steel interface early in the cooling history
resulted in an effective barrier to heat flow; to paraphrase Dr.
Wayne Ross of the Pacific Northwest Laboratories, "A few inches of
broken glass is a good barrier to heat flow."

Inspection of the cooling curves shows they are exponential in time
indicating fully developed natural cooling processes. This data and
that from in-can melts led to the conclusion that the effective thermal
conductivity of the glass was reduced by cracking to about three-fourths
of the experimentally determined value and there is an effective contact
resistance at the glass/steel interface due to cracking of about
5 BTU/hr-ft2 -°F. Good agreement between predicted and measured
temperature profiles for in-can melts and castings could only be
obtained by assuming the existence of a resistance to heat flow at the
glass/steel interface. Axial heat flow was of secondary importance in
these experiments but would be significant for canister configurations
with a smaller length/width ratio.

Thermal conditions in the delivery stream, in the glass, at the glass/
canister interface, and in the canister wall all contributed to fracture
development. If the canister wall was cold there was substantial heat
loss from the glass delivery stream and the high viscosity which resulted
led to a substantial pileup of liquid in the center of the canister; as
this viscous liquid flowed towards the canister walls, it cooled further
and its viscosity increased. The combination of casting rate and
canister temperature can be balanced such that the laterally flowing glass
does not quite reach the canister wall before solidifying. In this case,
thermal coupling between the glass and the cansiter wall is poor
resulting in a relatively low thermal gradient at the glass-canister
interface. In addition, the average temperature of the steel canister
wall is low so there is little shrinkage of the canister on final cooling
to room temperature; hence, there is little, if any, radial compressive
stress put on the glass by the canister.

The insulated canister cooled slowly enough that the liquid at the
centerline became rigid only a short time after the liquid at the glass-
steel interface solidified. The relatively low thermal gradient in the
radial direction thus led to relatively small stress gradients in the
cooling glass/canister system, hence a relatively small fracture surface
area formed even though a substantial compressive stress was exerted on
the glass by the cooling steel cylinder.

The middle ground of cooling rate resulted in the largest fracture surface
areas observed due to the existence of a large radial temperature gradient
as the cooling liquid solidified coupled with a large compressive stress
on the shell of glass which formed as the temperature decreased.
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2.3.1 Casting Fracture Characteristics -

The single mostsurprising and perhaps significant result of this work
is a strong variation of fracture surface area with casting conditions
which shows a maximum fracture surface:area. This maximum fracture area
occurs for casting conditions near those which might beexpected in
practice; i.e. filling a canister exposed to ambient air., A bare canister
filled at a rate of 42.3 kg/hr (93 lb/hr) showed significantly more
fracture surface area than canisters filled at about the same rate-and
either insulated or immersed in'water. Figure 2.3.6 shows longitu-dinal
sections at the canister centerline for three casting-methods. Fracture
patterns observed were distinct for each type of canister boundary
condition as discussed below.

I~~~~~~ .* .. . . .

,~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~ -; *. -. , I 31 n l 3

Figure 2.3.6 Longitudinal Sections of Glass Castings for Three
Casting Conditions
2.3.6A. Air Cooled Casting
2.3.61., Insulated Casting
:2.3.6W. Water Quenched Casting-
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Fracture in the water quenched casting resulted in roughly equiaxed

chunks of glass which decreased in size towards the canister surface.

These chunks of glass were relatively loose in the canister; gaps between
the pieces of glass are apparent in Figure 2.3.6.W. In some regions of
this canister the glass did not quite reach the canister wall before
solidifying because of the strong cooling effect of the canister wall as
is shown in Figure 2.3.7.
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Figure 2.3.7 Longitudinal Section of Water Quenched Casting
Showing Incomplete Filling
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Fracture of a canister insulated with a one-half inch ceramic fiber

blanket can be characterized as consisting of spherically symmetric radial

bursts in which the crack surfaces are parallel to 'the radii of a'sphere

centered on the canister axis; these'cracks extended'to the canister wall.'

The fracture pattern near the top of this' canister was more equiaxed and'

showed a casting'void as well as'nuimerous' bubbles as a'result of relaxation

of hydrostatic stress. The casting void and bubbles occurred because'a'

relatively large-volume of liquid glass was trapped under the rigid glass

cap which formed when casting stopped; the top region of this canister

is shown in Figure 2.3.8.
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The pattern of fracture in the air cooled casting was considerably more
complex than either of the cases described above. Spherically symmetric
fracture patterns centered on the canister's centerline are apparent
but in this case contain fracture surfaces both parallel and perpendicular
to the radii of the sphere. These spherically symmetric fractures do not
extend to the canister surface. The radially symmetric fracture pattern
degenerates to nested cylindrical fracture surfaces beginning at about
seventy-five percent of the canister radius. The spacing between these
cylindrical fractures decreases as the canister wall is approached. The
last centimeter or so consists of an "onion skin" like structure of
nested fracture surfaces. This structure is easily seen in Figure 2.3.9
which shows the nature of these fractures after removal from the canister.
A very large surface area is presented by this relatively small layer of
cracks.

E & > * w n~;; e
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Figure 2.3.9 Glass Removed from Air Cooled Casting
Showing Lamellar Fracture Near Surface

2.3.2 Surface Area Estimates

The total surface area presented by the glass in the canisters was
estimated by sectioning castings both perpendicular and parallel to the
axis using a water cooled wire saw (silicon carbide grit) and measuring
the distance between cracks. Cracks were usually easily seen and
application of glycerol to the as sawed surface enhanced resolution by
optically filling grinding marks. A commercial dye penetrant*, low power

*P-300A, (MIL-1-25135, BATCH H-294), Uresco Inc., 10603 Midway Ave.,
Cerritos, California 90701
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optical magnification and obliquejlighting were.also used to assist in
observation of cracks. .The.spacing between cracks intersecting the
surface was-used to calculate the-extent of the fracturearea. Circum- .
ferential crack-areas were estimated by assuming that each.circumferential
crack intersecting the sawed surface extended.halfway around the canister;...
axial crack areaswere similarly estimated., The radii of circumferential
cracks intersecting radially oriented fiducial lines spaced 2 cm apart
along the-canister,axis were tabulated. The-intersection of a crack with
a radial fiducial line was assumed to represent a.two centimeterhigh
cylindrical surface extending halfway around the canister. Inspection of
cross sectional cuts of the canisters (Figure 2.3.10) shows that crack
spacing is uniformly distributed.around the can;'hence, this:is a fair'
treatment." Axially oriented crack area (i.e. perpendicular to the
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Figure 2.3.10 Cross-Sections.of Glass Castings
,2.3.10a. Air-Cooled Casting
2.3.10b. Water Quenched Casting
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canister's long axis) was estimated by counting the number of crack
intersections per unit length along axially oriented fiducial lines one
centimeter apart. Each crack intersecting such a line was assumed to
represent a one centimeter wide axially oriented crack (except for surface
cracks which were assumed to represent 5 mm wide failures) extending
halfway around the canister. This estimating procedure slightly over-
estimates the surface area; however, such overestimates are prudent
considering the importance of fracture surface area and might compensate
for the occasional crack missed by the observer.

No evidence was observed indicating that the sawing operation induced
crack formation although it is probable that the damage induced by sawing
increased the extent of cracking. It is probable, therefore, that the
crack areas presented here are larger than those which would be found
in an unsectioned canister. The results of these determinations are shown
in Figure 2.3.11. Fracture surface areas in the figure are expressed
in terms of the ratio of fracture surface area to the surface area of a
cylinder of the same height and diameter; hence, the smallest possible
total relative surface area is unity.
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Figure 2.3.11 Variation of Relative Surface Area with Height
for Various Casting Conditions
2.3.11a. Relative Circumferential Area
2.3.11b. Relative Axial Area
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Figures 2.3.11a and 2.3.11b show a fairly large scatter of fracture
surface area along the length of a canister. This scatter is real and
is not an artifact of the estimation procedure. The extent of fracturing
is not excessive and due to the stochastic nature.6f fracture, a large'.,
degree of scatter is to be expected.: Perhaps the-best indication',of the-
nature of the fracture surface areapresented'in these canisters is shown,
in Figure 2.3.12.

Figure 2.3.12 shows the cumulative total surface area'as a function of
distance from' the canister centerline. Note the strong increase in
presented area as the outer surface'is approached. This is due to a
combination of two factors. The first is simply the cylindrical geometry
of the system and the second is a denser fracture pattern near the
canister surface. A log-log plot of fracture surface area,versus radius.
(Figure 2.3.12b) shows a clear break at about 8 cm radius. This result
is not surprising since computer modeling shows that the transient stress
fields developed during cooling changed from tensile to compressive at
about this radius.
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2.4 Acoustic Emission

Acoustic emission from cooling canisters has been suggested as a means to
remotely monitor surface area creation during cooling. A series of
experiments were conducted to test this hypothesis. In the first
experiment, three separate transducers were calibrated and coupled to a
six inch diameter, five foot long 304L canister of glass. The canister
was repeatedly heated until the glass was molten (950'C), then cooled by
suspending it in ambient air. The results are presented in Table 2.4.1.

Table 2.4.1 Cumulative Acoustic Emission Counts from Air Cooled
In-Can Melts

Calibration Repetition Number
Transducer

Nuumber Mean Std. Dev. 1 2 3 4

1 231 25.6 80 x 103 251 x 103 406 x 103 -

2 205 20 70 x 103 70 x 103 92.5 x 103 186 x 103

3 222 32 1S0 x 103 200 x 103 180 x 103 63 x 103

Scatter in results for identical cooling histories is very large, so large
that this technique is of dubious utility for quality monitoring of cooling
nuclear waste canisters. The transducers were calibrated in situ by
impacting the canister at mid height with a hardened steel sphere of known
momentum. "Calibration" in the table refers to the mean number of counts
resultant from impact by the calibrating sphere.

The transducers used had a 40 KHz center frequency. Output from the
transducer was amplified and passed through a narrow band filter centered
at 40 KH-f.. The number of times the amplified and filtered signal crossed
a threshold level as shown schematically in Figure 2.4.1 was counted
resulting in a number of counts roughly proportional to the magnitude of
the event. The system was insensitive to normal building noises due to

0 he

0.0 0.5 1.0
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Figure 2.4.1 Schematic of Acoustic Emission Detection Scheme
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the narrow band filter'. The system we used was insensitive to high and
low frequencies; it responded primarily to ringing'of the canister/--'
waste form system following a large fracture event. Direct detection of
some individual cracking events-was-also possible singe the speed'of a
fast fracture in this glass is on the order of 3 x 10 cm/sec
(approximately:the Raleigh wave velocity); the 40 KHz resonant frequency
of the detector corresponds to a'jump in crack l:ength of about' 7.5 cm
at this velocity and such jumps almost certainly occurred.

The acoustic emission system used'in this' work was not sensitive-to slow''
crack growth; this insensitivity.was demonstrated .by monitoring .acoustic
emission while observing the growth of a slowly moving crack in a
truncated 304L canister during cooling. No acoustic emission 'during
slow crack growth was detected.

A series of experiments with canisters cooled at differing rates "showed'
an incrase in acoustic emission counts with increasing cooling rate.
Figure 2.4.2 shows the results of these experiments. The data shown is -
clearly too scattered to be of much value as an accurate indicator of the
extent of damage to the glass. The correlation between cooling rate 'and
total acoustic".emission counts is obvious and water quenched canisters do
have a greater'surface area than air cooled canisters, but the scatter
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in the data indicates that acoustic emission will only be of value as a
qualitative measure of canister integrity. It is probable that a large
portion of the acoustic emission events observed were the result of
relatively insignificant fracture events at the glass/can interface.

Acoustic emission observations during casting gave similar results; the
total number of emission events recorded does not show a good correlation
with fracture surface area as is shown in Table 2.4.2.

Table 2.4.2 Acoustic emission results for one foot diameter castings

Casting Condition Acoustic Emission Counts Fracture Area/Volume

Water Quenched 2.5 x 10 2.5 cm

Air Cooled 4.5 x 10 6.65 cm

Insulated 4 x 104 2.76 cm 1

All of these results indicate that while acoustic emission might be of
use as a qualitative measure of cracking activity, it will be of little
value as a quantitative indicator of surface area creation. The low
sensitivity of acoustic emission (at least in this frequency range) to
slowly moving cracks is probably the principal cause for the lack of
correlation between it and total fracture surface area.

2.5 Glass Properties

2.5.1 Frit Composition

The evolution of stress and fracture of a glass casting depends on the
glass physical properties, e.g., Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio,
thermal expansion coefficient, fracture surface energy, relaxation times,
etc. and on chemical composition only through the usually weak dependence
of physical properties on glass chemistry. Most low temperature
mechanical and physical properties of silicate and borosilicate glasses
fall into a narrow range. Therefore, we chose an easy to melt,
devitrification resistant, light zinc borosilicate glass composition
typical of glass chemistries proposed for high level nuclear waste
disposal application. The specific composition chosen was developed at
Pacific Northwest Laboratories as composition number 76-375; the nominal
and actual (e.g. chemically determined) compositions of the glass used
are shown in Table 2.5.1. The glass was prepared in the form of a water
quenched frit by the 0. Hommel Company, Carnegie, Pennsylvania.
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Table 2.5.1 Frit composition 76-375(2)

Component Nominal w/o Actual w/o t

Sio2 52.5 53.6

B.O 19.5 18.92
23

CaO 3.0 3.18

ZnO 7.5 7.59

TiO2 4.5 5.26

Na20 7.5 6.98

K2 0 6.0 5.78

This frit proved to be very easy to remelt and to be-extremely'resistant to
devitrification. The physical properties were typical of silicate glasses
except for its low temperature thermal expansion coefficient which was
abnormally low; i.e. similar to pyrexT. This low thermal expansion
coefficient resulted in relatively low inherent residual stresses in the
glass and a large interaction between the glass and canister.

2.5.2 Glass Thermal Properties

Critical parameters in heat flow computations are thermal'conductivity,
density and heat capacity. No data on these properties was available
for the glass we used so the high temperature thermal conductivity and
density were measured; heat capacity was estimated' (.20 BTU/lb-R)
since it is realtively insensitive-to glass composition.- Glass density'
at high temperature was estimated to be.162 lb/ft3 (2.59-g/cm ) using
the Archimedes method by weighing an immersed aluminum oxide sphere.
Thermal conductivity was estimated by the lineartprobe method in which
a long, thin, high thermal conductivity probe containing a heating
element-and thermocouple was immersed in molten'glass.' Power was -
applied t6 thelinear heating -element after thermal equilibrium was
established and the!probe temperature was measured as a function'of - '
time.' The change:in temperature6 of such a probe with a power input Q

(3)
per unit length is asymptotic to - '

AT = A + - In t. (2.5.1)
4;,k
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The thermal conductivities determined by the probe technique were fit to
a function containing terms linear in the first and third power of
temperature to account for conduction by thermal radiation processes;
results are shown in Figure 2.5.2.
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Figure 2.5.2 Frit Thermal Conductivity Variation with
Temperature

2.5.3 Volume Evolution

The evolution of glass volume with temperature change is one of the
important parameters determining stress development, hence fracture.
At high temperatures the typically large thermal expansion coefficient
of the liquid glass can lead to the development of hydrostatic stress
states or bubble formation, while at low temperatures the thermal
expansion coefficient of the rigid glass plays a primary role in the
development of strain, hence stress fields. The liquid/solid transition
takes place over a range of temperatures which is dependent on the rate
of temperature change. The liquid to solid transition occurs when the
rate of structural rearrangement becomes smaller than the cooling rate.
Since the cooling rate will generally vary with location in a waste glass
casting, the effective freezing temperature, hence volume, of the glass
will also vary with location resulting in stresses. This effect can
account for a substantial fraction of the stresses developed as a result
of glass quenching.

A temperature scanning dilatometer was used to determine the relationship
between glass volume and temperature as a function of cooling rate. In
this apparatus, a glass rod was heated to the temperature at which it
began to deform due to gravity, then cooled at a constant rate, reheated
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and cooled again at a different, but constant rate. Typical results are
shown in Figure 2.5.3. These experiments indicated a liquid volumetric'
expansion of 5 x 10/C. andan activation energy for structural relaxation
of about 383,000 J/M-K. The activation energy result is somewhat -

uncertain because the average temperature of the glass sample lagged the
indicated temperature by an unknown amount that depended on the cooling
rate; the 'value indicated here is based on the assumption that the glass
temperature lagged the indicated temperature in direct proportion to the
cooling rate. The structural relaxation time is about 200 sec at 495'
from these results'. Thevolumetric expansion of the'glass we used was
relatively low which resulted in fairly large compressive stresses as-the
steel canister shrunk around the solid glass core. The volumetric thermal
expansion coefficient for the 304L stainless canister was taken to be,
5.5 x 10 5 C. The difference between 'the liquid and glass'thermal expansion

(4)coefficient we observed is consistent,with Simha and Boyer's correlation
for the jump in volumetric expansion coefficient at the glass transition.

Tgha = 0.112, (2.5.2)

Such changes in volumetric expansion,,coefficient can lead to very'large
hydrostatic' stresses unless'bubbles areipresent to relieve those stresses.,
Glass formation cer'tainly'depends.on-pressure as well as temperature ,.
however, since the pressure acting on an element of gla'ss'near the glass
transition proved to be small, this effect was' ignored.

1.5

-s am . - . . . 1.67x 10-5/c

1.0 Qv -=383,000 J/M-K'
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Figure'2.5.3 Fractional Linear Expansion Variation withy
- -Temperature and Cooling Rate
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2.5.4 Bulk Modulus Relaxation

The summarized Erhnfest relationship predicts a change in bulk modulus at
(5)the transition from the liquid to glassy state,

2
AK < ACp/(TgV(act )) (2.5.3)

This relationship predicts a change in bulk modulus of less than 15% for
the case at hand; it will take place over a range of temperatures and will
be a kinetic process similar to the relaxation of the shear modulus. Very
little data exists concerning bulk modulus relaxation and since such
relaxations would have little effect on transient or residual stress states,
they were ignored in the modeling of stresses.

Initial attempts at stress modeling indicated extremely high hydrostatic
stresses in the cooling glass due to liquid trapped by a rigid glass shell.
It was obvious that some mechanism to relieve such stresses must exist.
The stresses involved were so high that simple viscoelastic or pressure
induced relaxation of the bulk modulus from a high temperature to low
temperature value could not relieve the stresses indicated, rather, some
mechanism must operate to make the effective bulk modulus vanish at high
temperatures. This mechanism proved to be bubble or casting void
formation in the viscoelastic liquid.

2.5.5 Shear Modulus Relaxation

The modulus relaxation function for shear was taken to be a single
exponential relaxation function, exp (-t/e), where the relaxation time,
a, has an Arrhenius dependence on temperature. History dependence of the
relaxation time was not considered since the temperature-time history
near the glass transition was approximately the same for each glass
element; this is always the case for fully developed natural cooling.
Our experimental work on stress relaxation for this glass indicated that
at least two exponential relaxations or a function of the form
exp(-(t/e)S) were required to accurately represent uniaxial stress
relaxation in this glass. Prismatic samples of the waste glass were
suddenly deformed in uniaxial compression following stabilization of the
glass at the test temperature; the resultant stress was recorded as a
function of time to determine the relaxation kinetics. Figure 2.5.4
shows a typical uniaxial stress relaxation curve. Both fast and slow
components of the relaxation were apparent in all of the experimental
data. Decomposing these experimental data into two exponential relaxation
functions and plotting their logarithms versus reciprocal temperature,
Figure 2.5.5 showed that the slow relaxation time was always about 18
times the fast relaxation component. This experiment could not distin-
guish between shear and bulk modulus relaxations so it is likely that
some of the curvature observed was due to the relaxation of the bulk
modulus which must occur; curvature of a logarithmic plot of uniaxial
stress relaxation is an inevitable result of bulk modulus relaxation even
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if the relaxation times for bulk and shear modulii are exactly the same.
Because of this and the relative insensitivity of stresses to'details of
relaxation kinetics, a single exponential-shear relaxation was assumed
for the calculations. . ' - . ,
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2.5.6 Mechanical Properties

All of the relevant, room temperature mechanical properties of the waste
glass frit were experimentally determined for use in stress computations.
Experimental details and results of this phase of the work were published
in the Journal of the American Ceramic Society.6) Elastic properties were
determined by a sonic resonance technique; the results are given in Table
2.5.2. The elastic modulii and density were typical of borosilicate
glasses.

Table 2.5.2 Elastic properties of 76-375 glass

Specimen Poisson's Ratio Density Young's Modulus Shear Modulus
Number gm/cc x 1010 N/m x 1010 N/m2

1 0.21 2.56 7.58 3.12

2 0.21 2.56 7.63 3.16

3 0.23 2.54 7.53 3.06

Average 0.22 2.55 7.58 3.11

2.5.7 Surface Energy

The fracture surface energy of the waste glass frit was determined from
room temperature to above 400%C since fracture surface energy is a
property which should play a large part in determining the fracture
surface area presented by a cracked waste form casting. The method of
study was Simpson's modification of the Tattersall and Tapin 7) work of
fracture method in which a fracture in a beam is propagated in equilibrium
with the applied load and the energy required to create the stable fracture
is determined. Stability of the fracture is insured by machining the beam
such that the fractured area increases very rapidly as the crack moves.

The work-of-fracture method was selected because the fracture grows slowly
as the load on the sample is increased. This slow crack propagation is
similar to the slow crack growth observed in thermally stressed castings
of nuclear waste glass. While the energy measured by this method is not
the thermodynamic surface energy, the technique at least avoids unknown
energy losses due to the acoustic and thermal radiation characteristic
of fast fractures.

Figure 2.5.6 is a plot of the work-of-fracture as a function of temperature.
The open circles indicate fracture surface energies obtained directly from
the work-of-fracture technique while the filled blocks refer to the fracture
energies calculated from the fracture toughness and elastic properties.
Both data indicate a significant trend in the fracture surface energy
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Figure 2.5.6 Work-of-Fracture Surface Energy Variation
with Temperature

variation with temperature. The minimum exhibited in the plot seems
real, since repeat'runs made at 480° and 610'K produced identical results.
The trend of'the variation has been-found in other glasses. Preston,8}
reporting the work'of Vonnegut, showed a marked dependence of strength
on temperature over the range 730 to'7i30K (-200° to 500%C). Vonnegut
(as report~d by Preston) found the strength of shee2 glass to drop from
-93.0 MN/m at 730K to a minimum of about 34.5 MN/m at 4730K and then
increased to about 65.5 MN/m2 at approximately 780'K.

The large degree of scatter observed in this work, while by no means
unique, is troubling and clearly points out the fact that experiments
of this type are far from thermodynamic equilibrium. Variations in
surface free energy due to reactions with atmospheric water probably
cannot account for variations in work-of-fracture as large as those
observed. Some samples were obviously precracked, but even discounting
those samples a large degree of scatter remained.

A number of work-of-fracture experiments were therefore performed at
various crosshead speeds to determine the effect of crack velocity on
work-of-fracture. Figure 2.5.7 presents the results of these tests.
A strong correlation between observed work-of-fracture and crosshead
speed is apparent. Much of the scatter observed in our work-of-fracture
measurements might be explained by crack velocity effects.

The fracture surface energies determined in these experiments must be
viewed cautiously in'the context of fracture in a cooling canister of
waste glass since these experiments were conducted in an approximately
50% relative humidity room temperature atmosphere and the fractures were
slow. Fracture inside a cooling canister of waste glass will occur in
a much drier atmosphere and will be, at least in part, fast as indicated
by our acoustic emission results. Hence, the effective fracture surface
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energy inside a cooling canister of waste glass is probably greater than
that indicated by these experiments. These experiments indicated that
the effective fracture surface energy for a fast fracture (including
acoustic and thermal energies) was less than twice that for slow fracture.
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3. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Thermal Modeling

The time-temperature history of the'glass in a canister is the source of
both transient and residual thermal stresses. The following results
point out the fact that the time-temperature behavior: for both in-can
melts and castings depend most strongly on the Biot number, hro/k, where
h is the effective convective heat loss coefficient* for the canister,
ro is its radius, and k is the thermal conductivity bf the waste form.
The Biot number can be easily manipulated in the engineering design
phase of a particular waste disposal system. The temperature-time'-
history for.a casting also depends on a dimensionless-filling velocity,
VpCpro'/k. -Analytical solutions for heat.'flow were not used for prediction'
of stresses which were based on finite difference calculations. However,
approximate:analytical expressions for the temperature distributions-'
of in-can melts- as well as castings'were developed'as an aid to under-
standing the importance of the various parameters which might be
manipulated during engineering design.

The complete analytical solutions to the in-can melt and casting problems
are relatively straight forward but complex. Since the purpose-here is-'
to idehtify'the important characteristics of-each, solutions which ignore
the effects of the canister ends and initial transient temperatures which
decay quickly are presented.

3.1.1 In-Can Melt Temperature

The asymptotic temperature'in a long, in-can melt with dimensionless heat'
generation q'= Qr2/k''and Biot number 6 can be e'pressed in terms of
dimensionless radius g = r/ro, time, T = kt/pCpr0 , and the zero order
Bessel function

X2 2
AT = JO(XE) AT*eX T + q(2/S + 1'- 2)/4 (3.1.1)

where depending on initial conditions,
for steady state initial temperature,

AT = 2B(To Tc)/((X + b ) JO(X)), i (3;1.2)
0

h= 1(1/h + x/k + X /k + 1/h)
c S. S i i a-

where hc and ha are the film coefficients at the glass/steel interface and
ambient atmosphere, x. and xi are the thickness of the steel and insulation,
ks and ki are the thermal conductivity of the steel and insulation.
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for uniform initial temperature,

AT* = 2 To) 2 2 2AT =2a(T - T) - /(X (T - T.,)))/((X + a3 ) J (A),
0 ~~~~~~0 (3.1.3)

and X is the first root of

xJ1(X)/J (X) = 3. (See Figure 3.1.1) (3.1.4)

The parameter To in the above equations is the initial temperature in the
case of uniform initial temperature while, for the case of steady state
initial conditions, it corresponds to the initial temperature which would
exist if there were no internal heat generation. A parabolic, steady
state, initial temperature distribution is what one would expect with
slow in-can melting schemes if enough time is made available for the
parabolic steady state temperature profile to be established while the
temperature of the outermost portion of the canister was being raised to
some critical initial temperature. On the other hand, a fast in-can
melting process would intensely heat the exterior of the canister until
the internal temperature distribution was approximately constant at T
when cooling would commence and the second form of AT* would be applicable.

2
* -X2T

The quantity AT e can be simply interpreted as the total temperature
drop between the center and surface of a cooling canister at dimensionless
time T in the absence of internal heat generation. Figure 3.1.1 shows the
variation of the parameter X with Biot number, X, and Figure 3.1.2 shows
the radial variation of temperature in the absence of internal heating
in terms of X and dimensionless radius.

2.4k
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X
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Figure 3.1.1 Principal Eigen value, A, Variation with
Biot Modulus, hr/k
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3.1.2 Casting Temperature ..m:;. ' .

The temperature distribution for casting at'a constant rate (far.enough
from the free surface that fast transients have died out) can be written
in terms of a dimensionless axial-distance:lfrom the.casting surface,

= z/r , and an axial decay length, -*'.-..-
_ > .. >.;.; t s .- . *.i ! ,

AT Jo(&p)AT*j'/5+&'(2/S '+ ; (3.1.5)

where AT* has thejdefinition given above for uniform initial conditions
and the dimensionless axial decay,,.lengthdepends on.the dimensionless
casting velocity v VpCpr/k, and Biot number through the parameter X
defined earlier. 0

.~ ~ ~ ~ -: , ..
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A* = 2/((v2 + 4-2)1/2 _ v) (3.1.6)

Before the canister is full the temperature distribution in the axial
direction can be viewed as an exponential wave traveling up its axis.
When the feeding stream stops the time-temperature at any particular
location behaves as if the axial thermal wave continues to move up the
canister axis; this would be exactly the case if the free surface at the
top of the canister were insulated. However, there will be some heat
loss at this surface and a cooling wave will propagate down the canister
axis to account for this heat loss. This cooling wave will be relatively
weak in most casting circumstances. Thus, shortly after the glass stream
is terminated, the temperature-time relationship away from the ends of
the canister will be approximately

AT = J (XC)AT* exp(-(i + vT)/G*) + 4(2/a + 1 - 2 )/4 (3.1.7)
0

After all of the casting transients have decayed, the internal temperature
distribution will be that due to heat generation by decay processes.

The significant point of this result is that the time-temperature history
of an element of glass is dominated by the casting velocity and Biot
number, even after the casting stream has stopped. The records of
temperature-time histories for the widely varying casting conditions
shown in Figure 2.3.3 make this clear since no change in cooling kinetics
were observed when canister filling ceased.

The ratio of heat flow or temperature gradient in the axial direction to
that in the radial direction near the glass/steel interface for no
internal heat generation is just the ratio of axial decay length to Biot
number, r*/3; for the water quenched casting this ratio was about 10%
while for the insulated casting it was about 11%; i.e. the ratio of
axial to radial heat flow was small and approximately constant for
these experiments.

Temperature distribution in the radial direction depends only on Biot
number for both the casting and in-can melt; it is this radial
temperature which plays the largest part in determining transient and
residual stress states, hence fracture and surface area creation. The
axial decay length plays a secondary role in that if it is very large,
conditions approach that of the in-can melt and a substantial quantity
of molten glass might be trapped inside a rigid shell leading to large
hydrostatic tension stresses. If the axial decay length is short, then
liquid will be trapped.

3.1.3 Quasisteady Cooling Approximation

Detailed computation of transient temperature behavior is not particularly
difficult and a large library of programs to accurately predict time-
temperature behavior exists; however, using such programs can be tedious.
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A useful approximation to fully developed (i.e. initial transients gone)
natural' cooling can be found by assuming that the internal temperature
profile in a' body is the same as that for a constant rate of temperature
change;'i.e.'a parabola.' 'Using this''approximation to the temperature
distribution'and the heat stored under such a temperature distribution
along with energy conservation yields

T - T (T - T )(l -(r/r ) (3.1.8)s c s o

where c designates center and s designates surface

dT
' '(T -T '/t ' (3-1-9)
dt .

where the quasisteady time constant, t*, is

.20

Cpr0~ k_ 1(3.1.10),nk '(hr +n + 2) - - (..0
0

and n = 1, 2, 3 for slab, cylinder, 'sphere.

This approximation give's'reasonable results after a time of about t /3.
The film coefficient, h, is the effective resistance to heat flow at the
body's surface, i.e., ,

1 11X 1-l 1 -h + X1 + + - + -) - (3.1.X1)
h k ~~ ~~k h :

1 1 n-il n

for a surface consisting of n interfaces of contact resistance hi,
thickness xi, and thermal conductivity ki. Equation 3.1.9 is a first
approximation since the temperature profiles for cooling a slab or a
cylinder are 'given by cos Ax where Xtan A= a and J (Xx) where

0*
xJ1(x)/J (X) = a respectively. However, the approximation given above.
is good For Biot numbers less than about three and is easy to calculate.
In addition, it can be used to obtain an-analytic expression for residual
stress ,or strain energy using the Bartenev approach.

3.2 Internal Stresses in Glass Castings

Internal ,stresses in a large scale casting can arise due to a deviation
in local specific volume from some initial (usually stress-free) specific
volume distribution. These stresses are internal since they do not arise
from forces applied-to the boundaries of the' canister/glass system. any
such externally applied boundary forces will cause stresses which,' if
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they do not cause failure, must be superimposed on the internal stresses.
Many sources of local dilation exist in a cooling canister of nuclear
waste glass; differences in thermal contraction of the steel canister and
its glassy contents, radiation damage induced swelling in the glass,
chemical inhomogeneity in the glass, devitrification and subsequent
metamictization, as well as the transient and residual thermal stresses
which arise naturally in the glass forming process.

3.2.1 Instant Freezing Models

The most important of these stresses are the residual stress states which
arise naturally from the glass forming process. The first explanation(
of the origin of residual stresses in glass was probably that of Adams
and Williamson who pointed out that cooling a stress free liquid at a
constant rate would result in a parabolic internal temperature profile
which would not give rise to stresses since the liquid would flow to
relieve those stresses. If cooling were continued at the same rate to a
low enough temperature, the resulting glass would also be stress free so
long as the temperature profile which existed when the glass was formed
was maintained; it is the decay of this "reference temperature profile"
which gives rise to residual stress states in a glass. This model is
very useful in envisioning the origin of the principal source of residual
stresses in glass and yields very nearly the correct result for constant
or slowly changing cooling rates for certain kinds of simple boundary
conditions.

(10)
Bartenev extended the Adams and Williamson model to the case of nonconstant
cooling rates by means of constructing an artificial reference temperature
profile which, in his model, would give rise to a vanishing stress state
in the glass. This reference temperature profile is constructed from the
temperature gradient which exists at a particular element of the liquid
when it transforms from the liquid to the glassy state, e.g.,

T* =fraTi | dx (3.2.1)
axT

The freezing temperature profile is simply related to the logarithm of
the position function for any time-temperature history which is adequately
represented by the product of position and time functions. Consider the
following general temperature-time behavior:

T = U(t) R(r) + T (3.2.2)

The freezing temperature profile is derived from the temperature gradient
at the freezing temperature.

DrlT = U(t)IT R'(r) (3.2.3)
g g
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The time function is evaluated at the freezing temperature.

U(t)T (T - T)/R(r) (3.2.4)

Thus, the freezing temperature profile is given by the logarithm of the
position function

T* H f-rj dr = (T - T )fR (r)dr
TgR
g

= (T - TV) log (R(r)) +C (3.2.5)
g

Note that the freezing temperature profile is always proportional to the
difference between the glass transition temperature and the ambient
temperature; hence a waste form with a low glass transition temperature
is desirable from the standpoint of transient thermal and residual
stresses.

Indenbom pointed out that Bartenev's model could not possibly be correct
since it predicts the existence of stresses at the glass-liquid interface
in violation of the principle on which it was based. In addition, the
Bartenev model does not allow for the fact that the glass transition
temperature itself depends on cooling rate,,although this shortcoming is
relatively easy to remedy. A final criticism of the Bartenev model is
that it cannot account for, the effects of superimposed'stress fields
such as those due to a canister shrinking around a solidifying glass core.
Indenbom did show that the Bartenev model gave good results for simple
boundary conditions' and low to moderate cooling rates (Biot number'< 2).
We have used the Bartenev model extensively in this work due to its
simplicity. . .

Indenbom pointed out that it is not the temperature gradient but viscous
strains as a result of the temperature gradient which'give rise to
residual stress. ,Indenbom's method'of.solving for residual stresses is
to apply viscous strains-ht the glass-liquid interface to, meet the
appropriate boundary conditions. For example', the thi;rmioelastic solutions
for the stresses in a cylinder with inner radius z a'nd otier radius b
with vanishing radial stress on the' inner and outer surface are, including
frozen-in viscous strains,'n,',

E 1 ~~~~2 brE Z~(1 z 1
a =1-v 2 (1 22) (aT + n)rdr -- 2'f (aT +'n)rdr) (3.2.6)

b -z r z r z

2 b r
E 1z1

1-v 2 2 ( +-f)f (aT+n)rdr.+-2f (aT + n)rdr- (aT,+ n)}
b-z r z .-r z -. '

(3.2.7)

a a a + a (3.2.8)
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where n(z) is chosen such that O(z) = 0, e.g.

2 b
n(z) = oT(zz) + 2 2 o (aT(rz) + n(r))rdr. (3.2.9)

b -z z

In this equation, T(r,z) is the notation used for the temperature at
location r when the "freezing front" is at location z. This integral
equation can easily be solved numerically; it can also be solved
analytically.

The methods for residual stress in glass described above are all "instant
freezing" models in which the glass is presumed to be an inviscid liquid
above a certain solidification temperature and an elastic solid below
that temperature. The properties of real glasses evolve continuously
with temperature over a fairly wide temperature range. Any detailed
analysis of stress development for a particular glass making process must
take account of the time and temperature dependent evolution of glass
properties.

3.2.2 Computer Model

Modeling of transient and residual stress development in a glass casting
is difficult because of changes in steel and especially glass properties
with temperature. The problem is further complicated by the dependence
of glass properties on time as well as temperature. The properties of a
glass depend not only on its temperature, but also on its time-temperature
history. Hence, it is essential that any modeling involving the formation
and physical properties of glass keep track of the glass history. A
relatively simple, iterative, finite difference calculation of changes in
temperature, glass and steel properties, and viscoelastic stresses was
done as part of this work to aid in the understanding of the development
of stress states leading to fracture of the glass. The generalized plane
strain assumption was used, in effect assuming a very large length/
diameter ratio; in addition, heat flow in the axial direction was ignored.
Ignoring axial heat flow corresponds to modeling of long, in-can melts
or rapid castings. Residual stress states predicted should be close to
actual for both in-can melts and castings, while the actual transient
stress states for castings will differ from these predictions due to the
variation in temperature along the cylinder's axis; predicted transient
stresses are probably too high for castings.

3.2.2.1 Stress Development

Stresses in the glass were assumed to relax with time according to a
linear convolution integral with a temperature dependent relaxation
function; this model was developed in discrete form for computation. The
model assumes that strain increments are instantaneously imposed on a
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material element at the beginning of a time interval; the corresponding
stress increments at the end of that time interval are:

6aij = 0 i i j (3.2.6)

6j = KoRK (e - v) + 2 GOR (3e. - e) i = j (3.2.7)3 oG

e = e11 + e22 + e33 (3.2.8)

where the R's are stress relaxation fractions (0 < R < 1), K0 and Go
are the instantaneous bulk'and shear modulii, 'and v is the dilation
due to temperature or radiation. The total 'stress at the end'of the
time interval is'equal to the sum of-these stress increments and the
appropriately relaxed stresses from all preceding time intervals,

a = da j + KRKR'K (e' - v') + 2 Go R 3 ii
ij'j K~' (e3 G (3e.I-e

+ K R 11 (el - v") + 2 G RGR1Rl (3e" - e")

(3.2.9)

where the primes refer to preceding time intervals. Equation 3.2.9 is
written in a recursive form,

a. K K (e+' - v) + 2GRG(3(e.. + T!) - (e+iP!.)) (3.2.10)

Equation 3.2.10 is solved subject to the equilibrium and'6continuity
conditions, then ¢ and the p's-are reassigned according to:

RK (e + v); tij = R (eij + IP.); t R. C ( P i (3.2.11)

The T's and 4 are related'.to unrelaxed elastic strains left over from
earlier times;.they are not viscous-strains, which are not explicitly -

accounted for in this model.. The problem-at hand is-formulated in
cylindrical coordinates with the generalized-plane strain assumption
(vanishing net force in the axial direction) and solved by a finite
difference technique in which strains are assumed at the origin and
propagated radially subject-to Equation.3.2.10 as well as equilibrium and
continuity criteria which are:

d(rar )/dr = ..- (3.2.12)

( )/r = er
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The mean value theorem provides integral approximations to Eq. 3.2.12 and
3.2.13

ra (r) - (r - 6) or (r - 6r) = aa6r (3.2.14)

re0 (r) - (r - 6) ea (r - 6r) = e06r (3.2.15)

Special conditions arise at a boundary between two materials due to the
sudden change in material properties. The conditions imposed at such a
boundary are that the radial stress and hoop strain be continuous;
continuity of axial strain is guaranteed by the plane strain assumption.
These conditions at a material boundary require (superscripts designate
directions of approach to the boundary)

a+ a (3.2.16)
r r

+ _
e. =e 0 (3.2.17)

+ -+ 2 + ++++
er [or a (K - )(e + e) - k( - v)

-+ (2 + - d - + )(K + ) (3.2.18)2+-- + P 1 w)]/(K ~
3 r tp Z

The solution corresponding to a particular set of strains assumed at the
origin will not, in general, meet the boundary conditions which are:

a. Radial stress is zero at the cylinder's surface
b. Net axial force is zero
c. Local swelling is conserved

In order to meet these conditions the problem is solved three times using
three sets of assumed conditions at the origin for each time step; a
solution to the problem which meets the boundary conditions is constructed
from a linear combination of these three ind V endent solutions. This
approach was shown to be valid by Lee et al.

The associated dynamic heat flow problem, which determines the changes in
materials' properties with location and time, is solved by an implicit
finite difference technique with a variable time step. The time increment
increases on successive iterations of the computation to accomodate the
rapid change in relaxation kinetics with temperature. Specifically, the
algorithm adjusts the time step such that stresses are evaluated near the
glass transition temperature for every point in the radial direction.
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3.2.2.2 Relief of Hydrostatic Stress by Bubbles

Bubbles present in a liquid can relieve hydrostatic stress states. Such
stresses develop in a waste glass casting as a result of the fact that the
thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid phase is'almost always greater
than that of the glass. Bubbles also serve to reduce the effective
elastic modulii for a material. In order to accountlfor their effect on
the relaxation of hydrostatic stress'states the elastic result for the
compression''of a spherical shell ii used; the pressure required to'
compress a spherical shell of shear and bulk modulii G and K and inner'
and outer radii a aid b by an amount dV/V is

33 3 .3P 4KG(1 - a /b.)(dV/V)/(3K(a lb )) + 4G' (3.2.19)
3 3

Since the relative density of such a hollowsphere is p (1 - a /b ), it
follows that the effective bulk modulus for a dilute dispersion of .bubbles
is approximately

K = 4KGP*/(3K(l - p*) + 4G). (3.2.20)eff

This result is, of course, valid 'only so6long as the stress fields from
the bubbles do niot interact; however,. since'the stress field around a
bubble varies inversely with the cube'of distance, this equation is
valid down to relative densities on the .order of about 80% of theoretical.

The effect of bubbles in a viscoelastic'liquid with a single exponential
shear relaxation time, 6, was found-by applying a Laplace transform
technique'to have the same instantaneous bulk .modulus as that given above
and an effective relaxation time of t g 'bove

0eff 0(1 + 4G/(3K(l - p ))) (3.2.21)

The temperature dependence of this effective volume relaxation time will
be the same as that of shear relaxation for a constant bubble fraction
but will decrease with teemperature in the-actial case due to bubble
growth. The volume fraction of bubbles observed is small, on the order
of a few percent, except for in-can melts in which numerous bubbles and
large, central casting voids are observed. This is because much larger
quantities of liquid are trapped in a cooling in-can melt than in a
similar casting. 'The relaxation of'p'te"tiallylarge hydrostatic stress'
states by bubbles results in a-large'reduction of'potential fracture
surface area.' -

It is important that the glass'waste forms actually cast in practice
have a small'fraction of bubbles, referred to in glassmakers parlance
as "seeds". The existence of these'seeds can have'a'dramatic effect in
the suppression-of fracture due to the development of hydrostatic stress
states. Such'small bubbles are present in virtually all glass melting
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operations, and while they are usually the bane of glass technologists,
in the case of nuclear waste castings, they represent the seeds of
reduced fracture surface area. The presence of such bubbles will not
add significantly to the surface area available for leaching and may be
beneficial in providing a sink for gases resulting from decay processes.

Melting of nitrate containing waste forms will result in substantial
bubble formation due to the liberation of oxygen at high temperatures.
In fact, boiling has been reported in Joule heated melting of nitrate
containing waste forms at PNL. Bubbles will also form due to valance
reduction of multivalent oxides at high temperatures; this is a technique
used by glassmakers as a glass refining aid. However, glass melts
containing multivalent ions also exhibit a tendency towards resorption
of oxygen bubbles at lower temperatures due to a shift of those ions to
higher oxidation states. This implies that holding such a melt at low
temperatures for a long time will be detrimental if it results in the
complete disappearance of bubbles from the melt.

3.2.2.3 Plastic Deformation of Canister

The 304L stainless steel canister has a greater thermal expansion
coefficient than does the glass which forms inside it; this will probably
be the case for all borosilicate glass waste forms. The canister tries
to shrink around its glass contents during cooling resulting in stresses
well above the yield point of the steel; the steel flows plastically to
relieve these stresses. A simple elastic-perfectly plastic model was
used in these computations in which equal amounts of plastic flow in
both the hoop and axial directions were assumed if the axial distortion
stress exceeded the yield point. Compatibility of plastic strains was
not enforced. The variation in yield point with temperature used for
these calculations is shown in Figure 3.2.1 (Eschbach). Canister wall
stresses and deformation were evaluated after glass had begun to solidify
to make interactions of the glass and canister apparent. Thus, these
results do not show plastic deformation and residual stresses in the
canister due to its rapid heating during casting of the glass; the
temperature gradient through the canister wall during casting will result
in plastic deformation and high residual stresses, especially near the
bottom of the canister.

3.2.3 Stress Evolution

The evolution of stress in a cooling casting of glass was modeled for a
number of cases which simulated experiments as well as for certain
idealized boundary conditions. All computations allowed for plastic
deformation of the canister as well as a bubble growth mechanism to
relieve hydrostatic stress states in the glass-forming liquid; such a
mechanism was observed experimentally. These calculations proved to
be helpful in understanding experimental results.

Stress evolution in a glass casting can be best understood by first
considering the case in which there is no canister, as shown in Figure
3.2.2a. Shortly after the surface layer of the casting falls into the
glass transition range, a shell of relatively stiff glass begins to
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Figure 3.2.1 Yield Stress of 304L Stainless Steel Variation
with Temperature

grow in thickness. The inside layer of this shell is in tension because
the liquid which it contains has a much higher thermal expansion,
coefficient than does the glassy shell;'the shell's exterior is in a
state of compression to'balance this tensile stress. Hydrostatic
tensile stresses in the liquid core of the casting are relieved by bubble
growth. As cooling progresses, the glass shell increases in thickness
and the tensile stress at the liquid/solid interface propagates towards
the center line.of'the casting; the magnitude'of this tensile wave grows
slowly until the viscosity of the central liquid core cools enough to
support stresses. This relatively low tensile stress level is
apparently fixed by a balance between the rate of tensile stress
relaxation by bubble growth and the velocity of the moving glass
transition zone since the tensile stress is greater for faster cooling
rates. The compressive stress on the surface of the casting grows much
more rapidly than does the interior tensile stress since the width of
the interior-tensile-zone increases -as the-glass shell grows. For the
case of the water quenched casting the central core of glass was able
to support tensile stress when the thickness of the rigid shell reached
about one third of the glass radius. The fraction .of liquid which'can
support a tensile load increases as the cooling wave progresses towards
the canister center since the temperature distribution is roughly a
parabola centered on the canister axis. Therefore, the temperature
gradient is less severe towards the center of the canister and vanishes
on the canister axis. Computation of stress evolution continued until
stress relaxation by the glass ceased; the residual stress state was
then calculated and is shown as a bold line on the figures.
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Adding a steel canister wall to the system greatly changed the evolution
of stress towards the exterior of the canister as shown in Figure 3.2.2b.
The thermal conditions for this case are identical to those for the case
discussed above, in which the thermal effects of the canister were
included, but its mechanical influence was ignored. Stresses shown in
the steel. are due to its cooling in contact with the glass, i.e., stresses
due to the rapid heating of the steel by the hot glass are not shown in
these figures. Rapid internal heating of the steel canister causes severe
stresses and plastic deformation of the steel shell. Such initial
stresses are not shown to make clear the stress states which result from
mechanical and thermal interaction with the cooling glass.

In the case of the water cooled casting, the steel shell was quite cold
when the glass began to solidify so it did not shrink much while its
contents solidified. This resulted in a tensile rather than a compressive
stress in the outer layers of the glass; the inner surface of the steel
remained at its tensile yield point while the exterior of the steel was
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in compression. These stresses in the steel were a result of the glass
trying to shrink away from the canister. During the entire solidification
process the average steel temperature was not far above 100'C. After
the glass had completely solidified and the system cooled to room
temperature the steel shrunk around its glassy core, adding a compressive
component to the stress in the outermost layers of glass and reducing
the surface compression on the steel..

Axial stresses always exhibited a greatertensile component than did hoop
stresses; e.g. the central hoop tension was about 75% of the axial
tension which was about equal to the radial tension. Comparison of
Figures 3.2.2b and 3.2.3a shows that the residual hoop stress in the
glass has a roughly constant compressive offset in comparison to the
axial stress. Figure 3.2.3b shows that the early development of stress
in the air cooled casting differed significantly from that of the water-
cooled casting. This difference was because the steel temperature

3 A. WATER QUENCH S. AIR COOL

2 - 304L CAt ISTER 304L CANISTER -

RESIDUALDSTRESS

RELATIVE RADIUS RELATIVE RADIUS

Figure'3.2.3 Hoop Stress Evolution for Water Quenched
(a) and Air Cooled '(b) Castings
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decreased significantly as the glass solidified. The tensile region
at the glass-liquid interface is almost gone due to the intense compressive
stress exerted by the canister on the glass shell; this compression may
have given rise to the lamellar fractures observed near the glass-steel
interface. The residual stress state of the steel is at its tensile
yield stress; this was verified experimentally. Figure 3.2.4 shows the
radial stress for the air cooled casting; it is typical of all cases.
The magnitude of the radial stresses depended on the cooling rates but
were roughly parabolic in distribution with a slight compressive stress
at the glass-steel interface. There is little interaction between the
glass and steel for radial stresses because the normal stress at the
free surface of the steel must vanish.

AIR COOL

3-

304L CAN ISTER--:.:.

2 -

o -I RESIDUAL STR TESS

-2

-3

4 I X I I.
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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Figure 3.2.4 Radial Stress Development for Air Cooled Casting

The development of stress in the case of a slowly cooled casting
(insulated by a 1/2 inch ceramic fiber blanket) was similar to that in
the air cooled casting but the magnitude of the stresses developed was
substantially lower and the canister provided a proportionally greater
compressive offset to the residual axial and hoop stress states as
indicated by Figure 2.2.5 (note that the vertical axis on this figure is
expanded by a factor of four). The stresses in this case are less than
half those for an air cooled canister.
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Figure 3.2.5 Hoop-Stress Evolution for Insulated Casting

3.3 Fracture

3.3.1 Correlation with Strain Energy

The Bartenev model for residual stress estimation is known to yield
reasonable results for relatively small cooling rates. In this model one
imagines that the stress free liquid becomes rigid at a particular point
in time; i.e., that a temperature distribution is "frozen into" the
material. Residual stresses occur as a result of the decay of this
frozen in temperature. Fully developed natural cooling results in a
temperature profile which decreases exponentially with time across the
material. The effective "freeze in" temperature profile is developed
in Section 3.2.1. In order to simplify-the calculation of strain energy
we used a quasistatic approximation to the temperature distribution in
which the internal temperature distribution is presumed to be parabolic
(the distribution which would result for cooling at a constant rate)

5 ~Ts= A*( -(r/ ))- 3..1
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This temperature distribution is very nearly correct for a slowly decaying
power generating waste form and approximately correct for slowly cooled
waste forms. The temperature distribution is assumed to pass though the
glass transition temperature at a constant rate resulting in a residual
stress field. The strain energy is given by:

U = f 21E (a 2 + a2 + a) 2 V (y a + a a + a a )]rdr (3.3.2)

AT was evaluated using a quasistatic model for normal cooling and is

AT = (T - T) Zn (1 + B/2) (3.3.3)
g

where B is the Biot modulus; even for a Biot modulus equal to 1/2 the
effective temperature difference between the canister surface and
centerline is about 95°. This temperature droB leads in turn to a strain
energy for plane strain of about 5 x 10- J/cm . Work of fracture
experiments indic te a fracture surface energy in the range of
5 - 10 x 104 J/cm ; if all of this strain energy were converted to
surface energy one would thus expect area/volume ratios between
50 - 100 cm-'. The macroscopic area/volume ratios we observed were in
the range of 2 - 6 cm-1; thus, only about 2 - 12% of the potential strain
energy can be accounted for by this energy balance.

This large discrepancy between the potential for strain energy development
and the surface energy actually developed can be explained using a model
which allows for fracturing during the development of residual stress.
In this model we focus on the relief of strain energy by the development
of circumferential cracks. The plane strain stresses for a cylindrical
shell of inner radius, a, and outer radius, c, exposed to a parabolic
temperature profile with a total temperature drop of AT* are:

LoAT 2 2 2 2 2
C =3r4(1--)ra (l+c /r c (3.3.4)

r ad 2 1 a-/r M( - c /r )335
0 4(1-v)r

a =ar + 0 (3.3.6)

The total strain energy in such a cylindrical shell of a material with
Poisson's ratio equal to .25 is:

U = 3- f (a 2 + a2 + a a /3) rdr. (3.3.7)
4E r O ra

a
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The stresses for plane stress conditions are:

EaAT* 2 -2 -2 2 -20r = 2 (r a (1-c/r).-c) (3.3.8)
r r 24r

0

EaAT* 2 2 2 2 2
2 (3r -a 1+,c /r -c) (3.3.9)

4r
0

z= 0 (3.3.10)

The model allows strain energy to build up as the material cools; -I.e.,
as AT grows. When the strain energy is sufficient to create a fracture
surface, the material fractures into two nested cylinders; for the first
fracture this is a -solid core and a cylindrical shell.--- Theni as--the--
material continues to cool,-strain energy builds up~.n the shell-.and
core until there is again-sufficient strain~energy for fracture surface
to be created. *This process of strain energyfbuildupand-release is treated
separately for. each cylindrical subsection of the system".F racture is
presumed to occur at the radius which -results in a maximum decrease in
strain energy; this radius is b= ((a + c)/) 1 fobthpaesrs
and plane strain. If the strain energy before fracture is greater than
the sum of the strain and surface energies after fracture, then fracture
is presumed to occur.

This model gives an optimal fracture surface-energy in-the sense that a
fracture is created in th e body. as soon as there is suffic ient strain
energy to create it. It is a kind of equilibrium fracture model; results
obtained using this model are surprisingly close to those obtained
experimentally. Typical results are'shown in Table 3.3.1.',

Note the small fraction of potential str~ain energy which i s converted
to surface energy in this model. The reason for this behavior is that
the strain energy in a thermally stressed cylindrical shell varies
strongly with the shell radius. Dividingpsuch'a shell into two subshells
results in dramatic reductions in strain energy. -The model predicts
a gradual increase in fracture surface area during cooling', not unlike
our observations of fracture development based on acoustic iemission.
Figure 3.3.1 shows the development of cracking with'the buildup of
residual stresses predicted by-this~model'.- The cracked area increases
rapidly at first and is then followed by an approximately'linear
development of fracture surface area with undercooling just as observed
using acoustic emission.' Strain-lener'gy is--greater for plane strain
than for plane stress; it follows that predictions of 'Surface area
developed should be greater for planie'strain". 'Actual strain energies
should fall between those of plane stress and plane strain.

o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,-
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Table 3.3.1 Predictions of circumferential cracking model

AT(C 0) Surface Energy Developed Area (cm )
Strain Energy Potential Volume

100 .053 0.81

200 .022 1.34

300 .015 2.00

400 .011 2.75

500 .007 2.75

Surface area predictions for strain relaxation of a
plane strain parabolic residual thermal stress by
circumferential cracking of a 30 cm diameter cylinder. 2

(Thermal expansion = 1 x 10-5/C, surface energy 5 5 J/M

Young's modulus J/m3, Poisson's ratio 0.25)

E3 /

'2 _ -,,

200 300 400 500 600

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE ,C

Figure 3.3.1 Fracture Model Predictions for
and Plane Stress

Plane Strain
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The model used for the predictions above is not realistic in that no
attention is paid to the mechanism of crack development. In addition,
only circumferential cracks are considered, although cracks of all
orientations occur within a real canister. The most serious defect of
the crack modeling procedure is the complete disregard for the strength
of the material; in effect, it presumes the material is very weak and
that a crack is always available for propagation when such propagation is
energetically favorable. There are numerous instances-where such is not
the case, the most obvious being strengthened glass windows which shatter
extensively if a crack is introduced.' The basic idea of the model
proposed leads to an important conclusion bearing on the development of
surface area by fracturing due to residual stresses; it is:

The waste form should be weak or flawed to promote the early
development of fractures, thereby relieving residual.stress
development.

At first this conclusion seems counter-intuitive; however, unless the
waste form strength is sufficiently high to result in no fracturing, it
is likely that extensive, almost explosive fracture will occur as strain
energy builds to very high levels. Hence, it is desirable to encourage
fracture formation early in the cooling history of a canister; such early
fracturing will greatly decrease subsequent buildup of dangerous strain
energy levels in the canister. More detailed modeling of the development
of fracture due to residual strain energy will not alter this basic
conclusion.

Figure 3.3.2 compares predicted surface area/volume ratios with those
observed for various manufacturing conditions. In these predictions,
a parabolic fr6eze-in temeprature profile was assumed and the maximum
temperature differential developed was based on a quasi-static, natural
cooling model-which expresses the effective temperature differential
in terms of Biot'number. Agreement is surprisingly good with the
exception of the water quenched castlni'which shows an anomalously low
surface area/volume-ratio. This low ratio is not an artifact but is
real. It may result from the fact th~at the effective strain distribution,
frozen in is far from parabolic due to the rapid cooling of theSglas'.
If the cooling rate is very high, the effective temperature profile is
steeper near the glass surface-'in-comparison to slow-'cooling. - The steep -

gradient leads to higher stresses near the glass surface, but lower
strain energies than one woduldexpectiThis'effect is clearly demonstrated
by our pulse reheating technique'wh'ich'lea'rly demonstrated the effect of
"freeze in" s'train profile-on residual stress development. In addition,
the water quenched casting exhibited little evidence'of elastic 'interaction '
with the canister.'-'' ; ; ' ' - - .

The model proposed provides an estimate of surface area 'de'loped rather
than an upper or lowier'bound. If, for'som6'reason, the material' does not j'

. P . .~~~~~~~I . . . .
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Figure 3.3.2 Comparison of Fracture Model with Experiment

fracture due to residual stresses, then the surface area created is zero
regardless of the magnitude of those stresses. On the other hand, if a
highly stressed body does fracture, then the extent of fracture surface
area developed will depend on the details of fracture propagation; a few
fast cracks may dissipate a substantial amount of energy per crack
resulting in a relatively small fracture surface area. Finally, at very
high strain energy levels, a substantial portion of strain energy can
be turned into surface energy by an explosive failure front moving at
sonic velocity through the material.

3.3.2 Circumferential Failure, Arbitrary Stress Field

Circumferential fracture of a solid cylinder containing an arbitrary,
cylindrically symmetrical internal stress field can be thought of as
involving two basic processes, the fracture of a solid cylinder into a
shell plus core and the fracture of a single shell into two subshells;
this process may be repeated many times, resulting in a nested set of
cylindrical shells and a core. The stress fields after failure are found
by superimposing stress fields which satisfy the equilibrium equation and
boundary conditions (no net axial force and vanishing radial stress on
free surfaces). A cylindrical shell of inner radius, a, and outer radius,
c, and stresses a , ae, a which suffers a circumferential fracture,
Figure 3.3.3, at radius b results in an inner shell extending from a to
b with internal stresses of:
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at = o. - a () [1 - a2/r lb /(b - a )r r r (3.3.12a)

a' = - (b) + 222 2 2a G - G (b) ~~~~[1 +a Ir ]b /(b-a (3.3.12b)

I = b ~~~2 2
0Y a - 2(f 0 rdr)/(b _ a )
z z za

(3.3.12b)

Equations 3.3.12 are also correct for the solid core (a = 0).
stress fields in the outer shell after fracture are:

ar ar(b)(c2/r -- l]b2/(c 2 - b;)

ao = a + a (b)[c2/r2 + 'lb 2/(c2 b2
e r:''' ' ''' '

az= az - 2(f a rdr)/(c - b )
Z Z ~b

The

(3.3.13a)

(3.3.13b) '

(3.3.13b)

- ,, . ,1 oFRACTURE SURFACE

Figure 3.3.3 -Circumferential.Fracture of a Hollow Cylinder

If such a-fracture is to occur, at'least two'conditions musib met
sufficient st'rain~einrgy must be ret1eased to' create the'new surfaces and
it must b osbeo th 'fra~cture'surfaces to separate;-e.g., a
a material'unde'r pure~hydr~isiat'i'c' co'mpression cannot fail'in this mode
because there would be no 'strain 'ery 'relif since',, 'th actured
surfaces could ii t n v p i f~s e l e t n i g from
a to c fractiire'es'at'b,'he~'displacexmen't'of.the6 fr'acture'su'rfaces, found'
from the rela-tionship'betieehihoo~' tain ~n dfrmation in a cylnde
(c6 u/r) and 'the-e'lastic c''stitutive-euation's is:
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2 b 2 2
Ua = -2a(or (b)b - v f a rdr)/E(b - a ) (3.3.14a)

a

2 2 2 b 2 2 2 2
Aub = 2b(c - a )(a (b)b - v f a rdr)/E(c - b )(b - a ) (3.3.14b)b ~ ~~r z

a

2 b 2 2
u = 2c(ar (b)b - v f a rdr)/E(c - b ) (3.3.14c)

a

where Aub corresponds to the gap which opens between the shells. Clearly
this gap must be positive if fracture is to occur. If the radial stress
is tensile there will always be a location where a gap can open if
fracture occurs. However, this conditon is too restrictive since it
requires that the shells remain in one piece while it is clear from
experiments that a spalling mechanism can operate even when radial
stresses are compressive. Consider a thick walled cylinder which is put
under uniform compression on its outer surface. The hoop stresses at
the inner surface are compressive and any fracture which requires that
a cylinder shell separate from the inner surface won't happen since any
inward displacement of such a shell would only increase its strain energy.
However, if the condition that the layer of material removed remain a
cylindrical shell is relaxed, then cracking a thin layer from the inner
surface of the cylinder can reduce the strain energy of the system while
increasing its surface energy. A balance between surface energy increase
and strain energy decrease is struck which determines the thickness of
the layer spalled. Note that this is a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for such compressive spalling. Determination of sufficient
conditions for such failure would involve detailed analysis of crack
initiation and propagation and is an extremely complex problem. It is
prudent to presuppose that such fracture mechanisms exist and will
operate in order to estimate the maximum surface area created.

3.4 Origin and Control of Lamellar Cracking

The large fracture surface area for casting with the canister surface
exposed to laboratory air is probably a result of interaction between
the canister and the solidifying glass. Such failures did not occur for
the case of casting in water because, since the canister was kept at a
low temperature by the water, it did not shrink much with respect to the
glass as the system cooled to room temperature. In the case of an
insulated canister, the temperature changed very little as the solidifi-
cation front moved from the canister wall towards the center, hence, the
growing shell of rigid glass experienced little compressive stress even
though the compressive stresses were intense after final cooling to room
temperature. On the other hand, very slow cooling of the glass/canister
system can be viewed as a shrink fit of an initially unstressed glass
core in a steel cylinder. Only hydrostatic compression is induced in
the glass for such conditions, which would not lead to fracture.
Canisters filled with moderate cooling at the surface develop intense
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compression on a relatively thin shell of rigid glass; it is probably
this condition which results in the-lamellar fractures observed near the
surface of castings made while exposed to air.

Compression of the glass during cooling will depend on a small number
of factors: first, the difference between the glass and steel thermal.
expansion coefficients and second, the change-in steel-temperature while
the glass solidifies; e.g., as the solidification front moves from the
cylinder's surface towards its center. The change in steel temperature
corresponding to a given change in glass temperature dependsstrongly on
thermal coupling between the glass and steel. Our experiments show that
such an interface resistance to heat flow exists. Compressive stresses
may lead.to fracture of the shell of-rigid glass which solidifies before
the center line of the casting and might be the source of the-severe
lamellar cracking observed for moderate cooling rates. As the glass

E solidification front moves from the outside towards its center the steel
shell cools by an amount. that depends on both the contact film coefficient,
hc at the glass-canister interface and the film coefficient at the steel-
ambient atmosphere interface, ha; -the approximate difference in
contraction during solidification by cooling for a glass of thermal
expansion coefficient ag that solidifies.atTg and a canister with thermal
expansion coefficient ac exposed to ambient temperature Tat is

h r (T- T )(a h/h + (a- a))
= (-a) g a g a c g s (3.3.15)

2k (h /h + 1)2
a c -

This equation, which is an approxim'ation based on quasi-steady cooling,
estimates the difference in shrinkage which takes place while the
solidification front moves from the outside to the center of the canister.
It is valid for only slow cooling (hr/k < 1). '

If cooling of the canister is intense,'it does not shrink much during the
formation and subsequent cooling of the glass it contains. On the other
hand, if the system is slowly cooled, i.e., ha'in Equation 3.3.15 is
small, the canister doesn't cool much while the glass inside forms;
cooling after the glass if formed can add only hydrostatic compression to
the glass which shouldn't affect fracture. Both experiments and computa-
tions show that if the canister is severely-quenched, e.g.,'by immersion
in water, that the glass shrinks away from-the canister wall resulting
in tensile stresses near the glass/canister. interface. A middle ground
in cooling conditions, achievable' in practice, exists for which the net
shrinkage of the canister is exactly equal to-that of the glass (even
though their thermal expansion coefficients differ); this condition-is
approximately

ha/h =a/a -1 1 (3.3.16)

i.e., the effective coefficient at theioutside of the'canister can be
adjusted so there is no net difference in shrinkage during cooling. Thus,
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it is possible to make castings in which the canister is relatively
stress free, which should serve to its ameliorate failure by stress-
corrosion, as well as limit surface area creation by compressive spalling
of the glass at the glass/steel interface.

3.5 Techniques for Fracture Reduction

Two techniques for fracture reduction in glass castings were explored;
heating the free glass surface during cooling and rapid reheating to
modify the temperature distribution during cooling. The first of
these techniques was intended to provide a means to relax the hydrostatic
stress states which were observed to occur when the free surface at the
top of the glass canister became rigid. Providing an auxiliary source
of heat in the form of a burner directed at the free glass surface of
the cooling canister reduced acoustic emission dramatically indicating
reduction in fracture surface area. The dramatic effect of this
technique on the reduction of stress in rapidly cooled glass can be
seen in Figure 19 which shows the photoelastic images of two glass rods
which were heat treated and cooled under identical conditions except
that the free end of one rod was cooled slowly. The stresses near the
end of naturally cooled rod are at least one third greater than those
in the rod with a slowly cooled end. Further, this enhanced stress
field extends along the rod for at least four rod diameters, affecting
a substantial volume of glass.

LONGRANGEG ~ 4.01

QUENCHED END

Figure 3.4.1 Effect of End Condition on Residual Stress
in a Glass Rod
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Rapid or "pulse" reheating to reduce the residual strain~energy in glass
was studied extensively and formed the basis of a M.S.-thesis for Mr. Jae
Chun Lee14) The essence of the technique is to flatten the temperature
profile in the cooling glass as it approaches its glass transition
temperature by rapidly reheating-at the surface. A single reheating can
reduce the residual strain energy by as much as fifty percent and should
result in a concomitant reduction of fracture-surface area.

Glass rods were heated to well above the glass-transition temperature,
then withdrawn from the furnace and allowed to cool naturally. The cooling
rod was returned to the furnace for a-very brief period (less than 1/3
where T is the thermal time constant, 4pCpr2/72k, then removed and allowed
to cool to room temperature. The reheating schedule was chosen to result
in as flat-a temperature profile as-possible as the glass became rigid.
This procedure can result in higher stress at the surface of the glass,
but a lower total,strain energy because the highly stressed region is
confined to a relatively thin -layer at the glass surface. Typical
experimental results are shown in Figure 3.4.2; stresses were estimated
by a photoelastic technique. This technique for reducing residual strain
energy has the advantage of being rapid and might be of-value for in-can
melts.

r. - - - ,- *V. :

.* - TIC… --- _' -1000

-1000 o-o HOOP STRESS FOR NORMAL COOLING
o---o RADIAL STRESS FOR NORMAL-COOLING

- -0 -^ 6 HOOP STRESSIUSING-PULSE REHEATING a

6-. try RADIAL STRESS USING PULSE REHEATING

-3000 - ,

. -400C;0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 '0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

DIMENSIONLESS RADIUS, R/Ro-
: y. ,,,,- - , ....................... - 0....

Figure 3.4.2 Stresses Before and After "Pulse Reheating"
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3.6 Thermomigration Effects

Thermal gradients will be present for a long time in nuclear waste
canisters and castings as well as in processing equipment. The Soret
effect, diffusion due to the presence of a thermal gradient, may lead
to redistribution of some chemical species. Such redistribution will
result in nonuniform thermal and physical properties which may in turn
cause high stresses and failure of the system. Because of this potential
problem we began a series of experiments and an analysis of the effects
associated with long exposures of systems to thermal gradients. The
results of our analysis and experiments showed that chemical redistribution
can occur and can be particularly severe in multiphase systems.

In a single phase system the "heat of transport" provides a driving force
which tends to move a solute along a temperature gradient until a
stationary state condition is reached in which the driving force for
diffusion due to chemical composition gradient exactly balances the
driving force due to the Soret effect. However, in multiphase systems
no such stationary state can exist and a driving force for diffusion
exists as long as multiple phases are present.

Initial experiments conducted by M. F. Berard at the DOE Ames Laboratory
showed that the motion of Cesium ions in waste glass due to a thermal
gradient was insignificant in the vicinity of the glass transition
temperature. This result was not unexpected due to the large size of the
Cesium ion which leads to a relatively low diffusion coefficient. Small
ions such as Lithium should move considerably faster due to the higher
diffusion rate although rearrangement of ionic species due to thermal
gradients must involve pairs of ions due to the necessity of maintaining
local charge neutrality. An exploratory experiment was conducted in which
a long platinum boat containing melted waste glass frit was exposed to
a thermal gradient which crossed the glass transition. Chemical analysis
after cooling indicated long range chemical segregation associated with
devitrification. We then set up an experiment in which a six-inch
diameter crucible containing the melted frit was exposed to a radial

temperature gradient which crossed the glass transition temperature. There
was no evidence of devitrification after 200 hours; this experimental
approach was then abandoned. Consequently, chemical and physical impact
of devitrification of the glass in a cylindrical casting remain unexplored
although it is clear that, even in the absence of long range chemical
segregation, devitrification can cause severe stresses due to associated
changes in physical properties.
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Figure 3.5.1 Predicted and Observed Carbon Concentration
' Profiles for Fe-32.5 Ni-0.5 C Alloy After Heating
for 103 Hours

In a related-experiment done in cooperation with-0. N. Carlson and I.C.I.
Okafo a5at the DOE Ames Laboratory we investigated the migration of'carbon
in a y Fe-32.5 w/o.Ni alloy. Carbon was found to migrate rapidly in both
single and two phase alloys'(Fe Csecond phase). In'these alloys, the'
second phase migrated towards the cold end of the sample and large jumps
in carbon concentration occurred at the junction between the single and
two phase regions.. Such concentiation and'phase assemblage jumps are to
be expected in any multiphase system-exposed to a temperature gradient
and could spell disaster in critical engineering applications. 'A
quantitative model based on irreversible thermodynamics was developed
which accurately describes the phenomenon' observed; an example of'the
agreement between theory and experiment is shown in Figure 3.5.1.
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